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No doubt early man invented many per- Functions of the Center
about relationships, experiences, and the A REGISTRY OF COWUTEIR GRAPHICS COURSES
world. Each man expressed life in unique will be established {alphabetically by state
and idiosyncratic forms, unintelligible to and institution). It will include:
others. Man lived in a "partiallv" under—
to use mutually agreed upon symbols for e References, Teaching Iuaterials Used
symbol communication that included mathema- put mt, H text Editinq System and updated
tina, Saience, ari. muaiel end <>¤hei‘ na- periodically, using professional volunteers,
wrel lenguegeav This eqreeuvenf ¤F ¢¤u¤uu· (see the February, l976 issue of cen.)
nication between people gave rise to syn-
This is en isvitstien ta partiaapate
This magazine was formed tc provide ideas are cordially invited, with this
useful. stimulating i¤f¤¤··ati¤¤ far emo useful anrermatian eenter ser erspnies
fesewnal graphics pefvplet Iewea else people, communications between people will
formed to allow people to publlshuchelr _ be enhanced, and the state of the art will
and materials. With publication ¤f these sional people, Publication of syllabi will
materials, the originat¤r_re<Jei¤/GS l>f¤feS· oecur periodically in CG&A and in Computers
of information to others. In accord with m,,,,' in ,;tS' 26th yea, Gt publicatmm
eeekinq fuller teehnicel develepweni ¤f with your help, this information center
lgreeenuetian, thus cenveyinq were useful can become e reality. Together we can re-
information, vitalize research, teaching, learning, and
the wide and wonderful world of computer
There is a need for a GRAPHICS (SUR-
approaches and techniques. utilizing varied uowicm The exhibition, "The varied compu—
time and effark an the Fart of the ¤¤i91— pants has been made. Dimensional works
Too often, at national and interna- write the editor if interested. Our ans
tional conferences, there are obvious "re- ticipaced opening is in August, as part
inventions of the wheel" by unknowing per- of ICCH/3 in Canada erhen touring the U.S.
areas already highly (and satisfactorily) For more details, see the August,
developed by other professionals, How 1976 csail and the August, 1976 Computers
together to form a communications founde- ANNOLvwcEm2:N'!'; The Nay, l977 issue is now
nepartment of Computer science at Califot"- technical ideas, with illustrations. Send
nia State University, Chico, is willing an abstract ii desired, for discussion.
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This paper will explore three Geographic entities can be
aspects of computer graphic technology. referenced usxnq a variety of qeoccdinq
The firs: part deals with a special (gggraphic enccdin I systems. A11
type of graphic data — spatial data. systems (except {cr the requlsr grid]
The section will include a definition are based un a system of cartesian
of spatial data, how it is used for an coordinates. Of the nongridded sys—·
vnriety ci automated mapping BPP1ica— tems. there are both Planar and
bicns, and vnricus technical issues terrestrial classifications.
that relate to its capture Aencuding) V
storage, processing and its soft {CRT} Planar systems treat the earth';
and hard display. Part II will discuss surface as being flat. This usually
graphic hardware technology as it re- proves quite satisfactory for small-
lates tu issue! of spatial data and scaled measurements but does not work
Part III will describe some hardware well for larqe distances. To qet
and software problems that are not yet around this problem, many different
solved and trends that are taking place "1c:¤1ized" planar systems have been
in the development of the tcchnnlnqy developed which ¤n1.y leaves the prob-
and applications and systems software lem at integration. Fortunately,
to support mapping applications. there are standards for this in the
United States. The U,S. Ccasr and
Gecdeqic Survey (USGS) has worked mib
PAYE I: THE ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY for each state, A referencinq system
OP SPATIAL DATA called the State Plane Coordinate
System which divides the U.S. into
A spatial datum, called a geo- approximately 12B zcmes.2 Boundaries
graphical entity, is a special piece between systems usually occur alcnw
of statistical information: one that minor civil divisions and conversion
has A lucation identifier. The sta€i.S— formulas from one State Plane System
tical description is a list ¤f to another are well worked cut.
attributes of the entity beillq described
and the values associated with the Terrestrial (Gecxietic) systcnw
attributes. The location description use three-dimensicnal coordinate
of the entity is the representation cf systems usually based an latitude and
its location at some point on the lonqitude measurements. Most qecdetic
earth's surface. systems use an ellipse as the ]—·D
"‘°d°1 °F the °°"*‘- 3*5** °“ Y·°°“'i°*‘
und the desired snplicaticn, various
agencies will use different major and
geographical gngggy minor axes nf the ellipse to qive a
better and more accurate spatial
representation. In qéneral, terres-
trial referencinq systems are used
lgcgtggn Att"b“t€s spatial distances and areas is 3
required. Commuter Proutams exist
for converting from one system to
V°1“°5
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Grid referencing systems, as Automatic error correction is
can be imagined, are ouire straight— intrinsically delimited by the en-
forward and provide a facile means of coding and internal data structure.
overlay operations. unfortunately, file that enables a processor to Pere
grids are not without their problems form only hardware (parity) error
tability". Encoding ct aitner regular MMF <¤¤¤1 independent Mas ll¤¤¤=!ins>
, or irregular grids is technically file topological data structure which
relates only to the amount of data that features to enable several accuracy
must be collected {usually for every and completeness checks to be pgp
~ matrix cell) evcn if the data are formed by computer.
terrestrial systems. If a Eine mesh pression and data packing operations
is selected, the encoding problem that should take place because of
practical. The storage requirements compression of data into binary words
of grids are also great. You will and line data filterinc or generali-
therefore find, for example, that most zation to simplify the data.
vectorize the bit maps before passing The scaling of cartograchlc
processing. The lntractability of a ¤PP1‘¤r¤riate data scale, simolificaticn
grid relates to the inflexibility of and/or displacement, simplification
changing from one grid mesh scale to of Qeocraphic entities relates to the
another and the difficulty in changing determination of how features that
scale once a unit cell has been cannot be orcsentod in full detail
selected. should be neneralizcd when displayed
at a smaller scalc. This is often
geographic entity, the data must still each other. Rules tor displacement
be stored and manipulated before being ers ¤€¤¤¤ 5¤Fhi5¤¤ef€¤‘ end reduire a
displayed on a CRT or hardcopy is great deal of processing, once again,
information must often be entered be an interactive CRT work station
along with the coordinates themselves, where the map maker will manually
cartographic or topographic feature forward and relate to x-y or x-v-z
represented), the number of points data translations, In general, map-
the data, "neighborhood" relationships angular, area, distance and direction
{used in topological data structures) , alterations.
application, ‘ M Es; gG§
srrcr checking is anathcr cpcra— ;/_ , //Jjx/7"<s§g!.·* ·
tion that must occur after encoding and LA Q\J·’ ;,l";{\g{(@.‘r if
before display takes place. Typrcal R (S? ( Jil;} ~»<§§i;\,Q"
. arrcrs that occur with spatial data ¤ \{clf\@ii~<n—,@
include ncnclssurc cs polygons, we `%),\ y / ,;gr‘€`\/y§y*’
sccticns that avaniap, lines that acnw sie { M6 y-rigéei
join ana "para1lel" lines not bcinq ·aLr—·.\ , n) "· Jjgff
. completely parallel. error correction gkétoi ”· Q1
is an extremely tedious task associated ` HXQZV KJ
with automated map making. The most nor-ww ~.£ `
successful solutions involve using the
correction is best accomplished using V“»* ‘
based) processor and CRT to find the __, *\·· f Aér *1;* {
errors and then, using a ·*ncnu~ ·4,, J van . :“3§;f·??s__;€’*
containing auch commands as "jcinm ‘ - f li ’**‘ "
*·aac*~, ·*snb·;ract··, ana ··calata~~, ¢~ Y;
correct all the possible errors that .. r ’ “ ·i,g,rVu~1.r
can be manually detected. V " ;" ' _.
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a "tracking" head and a measuring
PART II: GRAPHIC TECHNOLOGY system interfaced to an electronic
The technology of computer tizers may either be off-line cr on-
graphics encompasses three separate line with the important advantage of
functions: capture, processing and on—line digitizing being the
display of graphic data. Capture re- facilitation of editing operations.
of base maps and attributes. Prcces- Manual digitizers record coor—
sing relates to computer graphic dinate infomation on a point·-hy—point
operations such as overlaying of basis whereas dynamic digitizers
images, scaling, clipping and win- (automatic curve followers, film
dowinq, two- and three-dimensional scanners) record coordinate informa-
transformations and other features tion in a continuous stream. Manual
normallygassociated with interactive machines can normally digitize from
graphics =¤¤h as "¤¤¤¤1=1x¤q" {msi- z¤¤—s,¤¤¤ punts pst mm: dspenaxnq
tiunlnq 3 Picture PBX! relative tc B upon the input drawing size and dent
light pen stylus coordinates) , sity and the number of attributes per
"ruhher banding" (attaching constraints base map P¤]_yqgn_ In automatic digi-
to the beginning and end points of a tizing, the tracking of a line is
line) . "p¤iX\¤i¤’~]" (at 3 CRT display t0 accomplished as a result of Computer
interact with a data base) and "J.nking" and/or optical/electronic SenS¤r
(free hand drawing on the display} . hardware. The recording head will
Display relates to the hard and soft automatically follow a line cr scan an
output of previously received digital entire drawing in a raster or grid
data. A variety of line and film pattern.
plotters and CRT displays have been
¤¢¤i¤1¤¤¤ f¤¤ mis 1¤¤¤>¤=¤· gB,g,_,p§E¤s;§€a°;;;;é glicigliilgciiiii
is accumplisned with either manual at a variety cf census files distributed
automatic table-type devices or film hy the U.S. Department of Commerce and
following devices usually consist of r:¤mi!1g) distributed hy the CIA.
l2 COMPUTER GRAPHICS and ART for February, 1E77
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the scaling and format conversions
Eackurefs ¤f Cm"$ ¤¥ the h¤Fd¤°PY Data display consists of hard
dlapley d¤V1¤€· Display P¤°¤€SS¤¤S and soft (CRT) graphic output. Draf-
wll] ¤fté¤ P€¤f¤¤¤ merly ¤!>¤Y·¤ti¤¤= ¤¤ ting systems consist of a Elraitino
ths display file S¤¤¤ B5 €<>¤¤¤‘¢¤1¤9· surface which can be of any size a
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Principle disadvantages relate to size faith, Dr hnE_ Raster systems draw
clvlaaea cf ¤¤ePhi¤ Manley Syawms 1¤ determines the accuracy of the plotter
dioitall The digital Stvreqe ¤¤¤€ can generate several million dots on
CRT <=¤¤r¤i¤¤1 at $3·<¤¤¤> ¤¤¤ Ms ¤ lneh;. with all systems operational
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pmvp III: PROBLEMS AND TRENDS have invented for themselves.
profession is still in its early stages ready existing Systeme
dous amount of activity in che area Yet anccher technical problem
’ sV¤iJ¤¤iU¤Y ¤* dats besssr the lack pression. scanners for cartoqrapnie
of skrlled cartoqraphersv ths !=¤€S§¤Y€¤ appucaejens still have many hardware
of converting tc a metrlv system (in and Seftware problems, In <1ener¤l7
‘ been estimatedlé that it will take ten enough for scannrnq and must be re,
general mapping systems- gone exist for the data base. This
s¤·¤e ¤f ¤¤¤ ¤¤¤¤1s·¤s =¤1¤=s F¤ aeserrptsens as uiets ter eiannnetrre
watwn system ¤¤¤li¤¤¤i¤¤S- TMS erten nsee te treats aata sor orsrtai
and ¤ careful s=r¤¤¤=¤i¤¤ ¤f the dew et pattern reuasnrtren te eraerrnrnste
i¤=¤ ¤ 1=·¤¤= ···¤¤¤¤=*¤sr·* swam mst netneen sne eisssrry eats. at nrssent,
mapping ¤F1¤li¤¤‘¤i¤¤ ·“B¤$· image restoratmn (the imaqe is
usually deqraded — especially from
other problems www t¤ s 1¤¤l< seteunte pnetasy, and inane enhance—
¢·f dew 5¤¤¤¤¤¤d$Z¤¤¤¤· It 15 °l“‘ tieated set of eomplex operations that
nn e variety of levels includlnq dsfls nnly Satisfactory results ac hestt
tems e¤·v1¤vs¤- 'J¤¤l ***15 '*¤P¥’°¤€· net as ninnnirea, severai eevemunsnts
place will remain separate with inteqs noteworthy. One such trend is towards
ccmpavibihry ¤f dats end r>¤¤¤¤s···= >? eyteens en turnkey interactive minis
juss ¤¤¤ rakms New whim ¤¤s¤]*¤ M esneuter uasea hardware, It is eienr
a s¤¤=z¤1¤r 1¤¤k ¤f knwisdqs ¤¤¤sfs¤· tnat snatrai eats euaeaine, eaxtxne
The ==¤¤¤¤¤¤¤i?¤¤i¤¤ 5*·¤¤*¤ am sntsrsetrve snvrrennent. nas trsnu
be extended to <}¤‘¤Ph1¤ }¤¤°i“¤9°$· At is supported by a number of newly
present, l\\¤)¤¤ in¤€¤$¤€1"° Y'*¤FV'·‘Ul9 emerging systems on the market and the
ment Df general mid 5P€¤i¤l P“*’P°s€ _ general. In addition, most cart¤»
r and display of spataal dats which *9* sequentially thereby eliminating large
suits in, once again, a luck of ¤9¤¤7 core requirements. when large data
dmacinn- M s ¤s¤s¤{7¤CM 5¥“'Y’95*“’“ eases are used, a communreatrnns in-
¤n Gr¤1¤hi¤ L¤¤¤¤¤¤<=$· S¤=k1 hsmd terrace to a remote computer can be
' several problems with existing lan— added with the host CPU used to store
tions area. great deal of R s D effort in digital
is inaseuvacc or nat widslv towards automated cartograpny. conn
3. The existinu lancruaue and/or its aendix and K s. E are currently inter-
implementation is defective in facing mini—computers and microprecesr
4. The anprcvpriate language is not digitally capture data from aerial
available on thc user's mm pnotegrapns. Combined with editinq
computing system. operations aerformed on the processor,
cctrsumre cizapnics ana Am for February, 1977 15
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LOTTERS A LOOK AT THE FUTURE*
Prof. Eric Teichclz
Harvard Universit`!

Digital plotters have been is part of I. TYPES OF PLOTTER5
].950's when California Computer Ccrpcrahlcn A. Yen Plotters
(Ca1C¤mp) in Anaheim devised 5 Plotter that
used incremental steppinq motors instead of Pen platters. as mentioned, appeaxed
the analog servo motors. This radical new in the late ]9SO's and were an extension
zgunceph also included a sprccked drum that of analcq X-Y techrmlugy, Major efforts
passed long rclls (ax fan fold) paper back in drum plotter tecbrvnlcqy have been to
and furth under a moving pen mounted on a improve accuxacv and tc increase velocity
fixed arm. Since the late sixties, platters and acceleration. Today, drums are avail-
have become, similar tc just about every able with widths cf up tcm AE inches. Flat-
nthex aspect cf the automatic data prcces— hed plutters use B vacuum of e1sct.rcsCa·
sinq industry, fasts:. cheaper, mcra f1exi— tic paper hold down and a pen carrying
ble and of a higher resolution and accuracy. carriage that moves in both X and Y direc-
tions. 'Phe carriage movement is achieved
Tn point of fact, a user is often pal/— by cables, straps, lead screws, rack and
platter speed that are entirely unnecessary, principle which uses linear motors. Using
Fur example, several platters claim drawing the rack and plnimn technique, the motion
speeds ln excess of 40 inches/second (IPS). in mma dircctiun can be almost unlimited
There ls no inkinq system cn the market that and some aircraft and shipbuilding indus—
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BACKGROUND This brief article reviews Fresevit
reyolutionizing the textile industry. In- {ian; and changes that may be anticipated
industry may be divided ¤¤¤¤ Um b¥°¤d to produce textiles was demcnstrated hy
3*%* use use er the craegasra leem esriv in tns
, . nineteenth century. (l This manual pre-
th .1* t°°’“*"“;’ fV$?E'“$ aw ““1";“‘ fi"; preeremmea svstem er peaenea esras suewsa
E *“*”“.*.“`*"“ EE “F“"° ¥"‘°‘?“* E" °“ s sineie weaver te preaeee iasntieei vera-
ne ¤<==€¤¤=> ¤¤ veneme S me mghlv re .;;s2;r;‘;:i::$.:¤:$5;::: E’€€§€$Z§$.
wie? System ~=‘ Pettemd deems =¤ he me sseeees is ressny eesptse te sums.
The potential of computer applications Automated weaving has been pioneered
in the textile industry is readily apparent, by artist-mathematician, Janice Louris (2)
Both systems are precisely numerical, and to weaving (3] and her ideas of the paten-
the requirements for execution oi knitted tial of computer art in textiles are des-
retrieved and output readily by a central Graphics/Computer Aided, published in l9”3,
processing unit, with the latter control- Particularly interesting are notes of)the
ling the output product. work accomplished by the point [graph pa-
methods are numerical ln nature. and prin-
ted methods are less numerical, knitted and Generation of desiqns to be used in
woven systems have been developed in oreater the computer is still an incomplete area,
depth than printed systems, The latuer syse partially explored. The use of a computer
The idea of using computers to gener- in the November. l9’/6 computer Graphics and
ate thematic families of patterned designs W.
for use in textiles is perhaps an "¤bvicus"
¤PP¤¤¤¤i¤¤ ¤f ·=¤···¤¤=¤¤ ere In wrvevins aemwe nstsn er terms eensee mm
the mawority of works produced with the aid the CDWUTAKNIT System
manipulations of design modules that result wl ·» » . »·.e·• e.
in attractive, highly decorative patcerns .» ¢ , ,· _ ' »
that lend themselves readily to centempo- L ‘§' V — e"> `"‘é<— , 4
rary textiles. However, the use of the ’ ··;j~l" egilsifmehévz
computer as a designing eallesgne we de- , ~~— * . ?\_” _'~»~k{ fin ia?
velop very new and highly varied patterns " ,—¤v* _ e - · _Q
for textile applications has not been " ' _ r ` r im 7 ry ?
fully developed. ,’__ ·g . ) -. ` A
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The generation of varied design forms Some technical, descriptive material
is an important topic and will be discussed from this system is given below, These
later in this article, ideas and descriptions, along with the
chart below are from reprints (57 by the
The COMPUTAKNIT System manufacturer, Wildt Mellor Bromley, Ayle-
Figure l (below) reveals the Flow
Input into the system is via direct tracing
of the artist's design on a digitizer. The Diameter: 30 inches
coordinates of each color block for each Feeders: 48
pattern are thus input as data. As the ar- Gauges: 18, 20, 22 n,p.i,
Each portion or subset of the design is re- Double Jersey Jacquard Fabrics:
corded on magnetic tape in the computer
system, The data is converted for automa- In 2, 3 or 4 colors with or without
ted weaving on one or more knitting machines. Birds-Eye back:
A library of desired patterns is maintained Jacquard designs in ripple stitch;
on magnetic tape. and a number of automated Double-sided lace effects;
knitting machines can be simultaneously con- Jacquard tuck stitch patterns:
trolled by the process computer. Different Interlock fabrics, double pigue:
patterns may be produced on several machines Pcnti-de Roma:
at the same time, and designs may be changed Birds-Eye patterns;
rapidly without stopping the machines. (5) Jacquard patterned cloque or relief
In studying the literature and material
on automated weaving/knitting systems. it The use of a Friden Plexowriter has
appears the the output or products made with two functions within this system: {ll To
these systems are not as artistically inven- manually convert pattern graphs into paper
tive as the hardware developed for textiles. tape, and (2) To read paper tape from the
COMPUTAKNIT System are more attractive and or visualization of the data. This affords
innovative, often using a collage-like flexibility of input/output of design pat-
approach to design. There is an apparent terns. Polyester tape is also used in
weakness in reviewing the output of these the COAIPUTAKNIT System,
systems, as though the manufacturers were
so caught up in hardware and software de- In this and the other automated sys-
velopmant, that the designs for execution tems discussed here, there is the capa-
un these systems have not been sufficiently bility of direct designing and input of
considered. It resembles the "GlGO" idea-- design data. sampling fabrics minutes af-
garbage in, garbage out. Good design input ter designing, and editing patterns quickly.
into a complex automated system gives ex- Production of accepted patterns can be ac-
cellent output, Additionally, new systems complished the same day, and different si-
require new design content and approaches. multaneous machines can produce output.
BELOW: Figure l. The Flow Process Chart of CDMPUTAKNIT
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Another automated knitting system is An American computer-controlled knit-
Germany. This system is described in of Reading, Pennsylvania, called the
Wirkerei-und Strickeri-Technik, No. 4, lB72, Eleotroxnit 48. In this system, pattern
tne Technical press. (6)
ideas behind computer-aided knitting and - A gridded color representation of
weaving systems, the execution of automa- the design on a special mylar
operations. This means that the control - Knitted, woven or printed fabric
pulses necessary for the knitting and weav- samples;
ing process are given automatically by the - Photographs ot patterns.
are transmitted to the production machines The material from Rockwell Interna-
directions to achieve the textiles, The other examples given may havc L5 years
output unit automatically sorts the pat- later) variable input as above. To achieve
corresponding information chains to the it is necessary to develop varied input and
knitting machines, A sample would be: storage forms, as discussed below.
0 equals knit. It is obvious that a na- In addition to thc above, standard IBM
tural and inevitable application of compu- ED column cards may be used and paper or
ters is in knitting and weaving systems, mylar tape.
Below are two diagrams, Figure 2, The use of a scanning system in the
Schematic Diagram of the Arrangement of A Electroknic 45 permits patterns up to M4
of the Arrangement of an Electronic Knit- single pattern. Wider patterns are sec-
ting Machine Control system. Diagrams are tioned and entered sequontiallv. Editing
means of a computer printout. Errors are
A D sealing, mirroring, transforming, ana ro-
® tation. In addition two or more designs
F`g`”& 2* s°h°‘“a““ D’“g”’“ f" ***5 anis marks sn aayanes in osvsiotnnsnt
it,,,.n,f‘§€*,‘1Z§LYi‘1E`%‘.i,£€’;‘?§k1EF‘· ef assign. s ssnsapt impsttsnt in sa»ns\.t,.t,
im,nnmmmimtsymsumamam ¤-s.J·nn.im¤ textiles of awt quality, However, in
spite of the flexible unput and manipula-
tive capacities or this system, it is
. _ _ noticeable that their illustrations of
Arrangement of an Electronic Knitting System. of tne c0Ml>U’l·Al<NIT system. This confirms
‘”Y""°”j""""""""""""'; _ A the need for design development excellence,
QMZZZUJE ZZSTSTYQS $vZ`i{t?2§"T "”"`E.L“'2 as an integral, interdependent part or the
FZQTSIXS Im: o`i5°k,itZZi"",L”'? S§$EiT`ZT£.Z,i mw Pa**E*¤5 _LLd*° B kd HS mt 5“b°’ait
.n,s,· —»m¤.mlsaot.oa»., 4 sonanvmn nate, in this automated textile process,
A C '“ In summary, from this brief descrip-
a "JE ,.,... LJ53. tion or knitted and weaving systems, ono
· F . VV------ si asn arssrvs that tns nai-omars is wsu as-
` ` " ” { veloped, and that software, input/output
m { more user-oriente . what we ave is an
P ——————— "automated" Jacquard loom. we can safely
- ` ' '''` ' ''''` ptsdgct qasstsa, wiser aavsiopmsnt san
e § i non-automated systems, The case of de-
{ I I sign input, editing, and the speed of
» i E _;;j;;;; j sampling and production make knitted and
_.-Li was ,aa..sttsn dsvsiapmsat insvitabis,
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In discussing automated systems with in major New York City firms. An attempt
textile manufacturers in June of lS76, the was made to analyze the specific require-
one reaction was to augment present input/ ments for varied design forms to be used
storage systems to allow for greater ranges in the textile industry. The manual prac-
of designs that may be attained hy each tices of these firms had not prepared them
input method. The specific input methods to verbalize what they used, what they
determine the type and kind of designs needed. They knew what they liked when
entered into the system. The more sources they saw it, but could not describe any
available, the greater the range of forms. details or parameters. These firms con-
- Digitizer their use for garment design. The author
- Joystick firmly believes these firms are in error,
- Rand Tablet such a variety of design patterns, that
- Light Pen such art is highly suited to all textiles,
.. sketches, Gridded and Ungridded whether screen-printed, thermal printed,
computer art, Eric Mayer Associates, of
storage should be egually flexible: New York City. This firm acts as a con-
- Cassettes desiqn, and also for private and indus-
trial textiles. There is a great need
Backup storage is necessary, and for new forms to enrich and enhance the
this is obvious. Qarp, the dwellings. and the environment
of man. Applied computer art can make
In June, 1975, the author exhibited
textiles as part of NCC *76. Meetings
with textile manufacturers took place Computer art is a modular art, in which
during a three-week period. Much was design forms are input, and then creatively
learned about the textile industry, its changed and manipulated to achieve ever-
are from the Bauhaus. (7) In the early
the desire of individuals for one of a wallpaper, architecture--useful, beautiful
a limited nature, as opposed to the work and ideas influenced the art schools
mass-production, automated textiles. Edi— and art departments internationally, the
Of particular interest in conversa- and revolutionize the environment of people,
tions with textile firms was the minor The textile industry is one of many maior
not for their total labor. Some firms both old and new, as a reflection or art
employ artist-stylists, who work full- expressions of many kinds of people. It is
time, and are cognizant of the style the author’s opinion that a well-developed
trends and requirements of their firms. art library of computer art forms arranged
to execute a line of designs, but firms textile industry with patterns not obtain-
admit that this is generally not very pro- able manually, with variety and beauty that
In addition, these new design forms are in
During the month of June, tne author accord with a technological era and methods
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of technological production systems, of the computer's potential in everv area
may be limitlessly varied in "Computer Art: medium. An example is manual tracing of
steps Towards a Measurable Analysis." (8) traditional (manual) art as input into a
The detailed tables in the article are computer textile system. True, manual art
referenced here (but not listed because sketches. photographs, etc, are viable ma—
of length). However, a brief listing of terial for textiles. Yet how much more in
categories is given: keeping with the new vision of automation
- Polygon Manipulations of the computer.
- Continuous Lino Designs
— Computer Art Derivations Using computer-assisted art, this synthesis
— Art History Derivations of design/production becomes possible,
— scientific Derivations Man has been printing textiles for
Each of the above categories is that have included printing, stencil forms.
broken down into subset forms, Each de— batiks, screening processes, etc. silk-
sign may be varied greatly to achieve ever screening, first an industrial process,
combined and varied to achieve new pat— designs adapted for art are taken back into
These forms may then be manipulated to automate printed textile processes. This
to achieve new designs: is not as measurable as the knitted and
— Increments and/or Decremehts textile manufacturers indicate that the next
- Offsets [with or without change revolution in textiles will he in automated
of scalar value) printing systems. and that these systems
— serial Imagery (alock and Rotational) sent and/or traditional known methods,
- '!`ra¤a€¤f¤¤ati¤¤a HEAT TRANSFER SYSTEMS
The design form that is manipulated is one of the newest systems for textiles
k¤¤'•~'¤ as ¤}la_€¤¤lP¤¤€“t ¤¥aPhi°· _“°‘*'€"ET· (six years old now) is heat transfer. David
at times a Uthsr result la attalnad b‘/ Durand, President of the Freeman Transfer
using that changed mvgdulc aa th€_a¤¤r¤¤af}tad island, has been dedicating himself for
module (enriched design) and wanlpulatmq the past six years to offset heat transfer,
takinq that Same fvrllh miffolfiijq it ¤“ textiles are expensive (and messy), It is
the x, Y, and x/Y and randomizing the €¤¤r faster to print via heat transfer paper
forms. vs. tho wet methods of printing textiles. (10)
From the listing of family Fatwa lsueline screens. Sublimation inks were al—
patterns, ¤ne ¤an sea that tha w*¤¤]a www techniques were also explored and modified.
affords subject matter suitable f¤r4c¤w- Many of navid Durand’s employees are gra-
puter art dssiqns that wav tht? be >¤P¤t duaces of the Rhode Island school or Design.
range of forms thatlnwayjhe explored a>§· cies are selected on a crosstield scanner
taada manual p¤aa¤¤a¤ht>ta- This 15 ¤¤ using DuPont CRONAR scanner Film, which is
accord with the major trend ln computer processed in a crossfield processor charged
art, to use the computer increasinqlY as with cnc·NAToNE, a continuous tone chemistry.
a design colleague, and then to take this color changes are programmed into the
new design pattern back into fine and scanner, then continuous tone separations
aPp1ied art, (9) are screened onto CRDNAR Halftone Litho
film for dot etching, Contact negatives
E¤<ami¤at1¤¤ af tha P¤<•d¤<¤¤a Gf ¤¤¤¤t on cnowmz crtho s, along with cl-rr. positives,
puter Cvntrallsd knittea and '**€a\’1¤9 5Ya* are processed in a CRONALITH 24L processor
tems ravasls s nasa f¤r new famiiaa ¤f warn a Liguia cdsran saplanisher chemistry.
assign farms, in erdar ta make full ¤aa This system, mandtaerarsa by E. 1. oaeant
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and Nemours, is available in a bulletin: described earlier, as well as for rugs and
(AIB #20). Write: The same chemco bulletin describes a
A glossary of terms used in heat trans- as the latter system. The film used is half
fer printing is available in the reference the cost of film used with other systems,
cited (ll) by J. M. Centa. The system makes The film utilized in the HCM Laser System
use of sublimable dyes, dyes that can be va- is Powermatic rapid access film. In addi-
porized (from a solid directly to a gaseous tion film processing time for separations
state) by application of heat tc fabric. is reduced from seven minutes to 90 seconds.
This application of heat to dyes occurs in
a temperature range that is non-injurious to Research into present industrial sys-
and feasible systems for printing cf fabrics,
Fabric manufacturers are already making wallpapers, rugs, etc. One of those systems
use of heat transfer systems. In 1975, 2E6U is a yet printing method. This system is
million linear yards of textiles were prin- sc new that the author was unable to obtain
ted in the United states. By 19BO, accord- literature on the subject, although discus-
of textiles will be printed, with the propor- firmed its use at the present time.
ume. ill) THE IMAGE REVOLUTION
fer systems in the very near future. going image revolution. The generation of images
beyond the wet inking systems now commonly and manipulation of images by ccmputer is
used in textile system production. changing and altering disciplines and pro-
EXAMPLES OF NEW SYSTEMS varied photoqrayhic Processes are becoming
far more sophisticated. including the use
chemco Photoproducts co., Glencove, of lasers to accomplish more tasks. Print-
New York manufactures a film, Chemco Tex- ing systems. as the heat transfer methods
tile Film (code 650) that is used through- are revolutionizing the procedures for
out the textile industry to prepare neqa- printing textiles and affording new types
Copyboard, " (12) the firm describes the designs are moving towards computer prepa-
In Bernard Kushner‘s firm, the colors textile systems is perhaps the next "indus-
for a fabric are chosen by the customer, trial revolution," in which computer designs,
tophotometer connected to a computer. It enhance private and industrial environments.
eee eeeeeseee ee eee eemneieee eee reeeie
eee eeenemt eereee eeieee eireeeeeeiy. ‘“ DC;u§j?j;‘*;jd°éO_“¤ Q§E§“‘;;Eemm
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planes medium close I . .
of Eocos ; Also the transition from position to
· position is performed according to the
Z trajectory connecting the positions, How-
and scene description, - has tour possibilities of dynamics of move-
¤¤¤e><*ere these ¤~<\ie1>e¤e¤==1e f¤¤ the 5 nanbar time nascniar errart traaeatcry
for the interpretcr to create his own : 2 fast strong straight
sition of the body (in accordance with the g
camera view-point), displacement in space, :
while muscular cffort and fluency of the i
sequence of positions remain undetermined. { In their interpretation, the camera-
The energy used is the component, which to { man and the TV director read the instruc-
my mind gives qreatest expression oi indi- E tions:
produce new positions, encounters and per- { V
cussions, new contacts and possibilities of . camera front - medium plane - vertica] line
tactile experiences born within the body ite : effect — 4 eeermde e¤¤ in this eeee; ehwee
sels and in relation to its surroundinqsk 2 e¤ imeqe with e medium Plane Emi this ¤‘/Pe
During the practice the interpreters >
full realization of both the dancers and the ; * J ` W ip!
choreoqrapher’s aims. This justifies this ' . ;
element in the relationship planning/practb I {
in his interpretation, the dancer exe- ’;
cutes the positions within the determined - ‘ ( ' , I
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At the moment all tne participants * that is to say, at each moment the
execute their parts simultaneously, the Q camera knows now to focus on the oanr
programmed result is transmitted. { cers, and the dancer knows how he
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quiet hum oi :¤dav's eleetric media and ;§;Z `{*‘ :.5f%wwx¤uwuu¤¤·N»»@»¤m»@`.M“@.. ,,
the pgcpuc mw msu meat Gaz; :0 nsven. 5;;; L], : I I I I I I 11 '"··5, sl
nur mw Narcissus, when ww reach wm vo ;:;; yr ;~Q,%**-9*k¤u~*w~¤y~~u~·w~u·@~ ip
grasp their likeness. it dnsstilvcs unto thé lg ' - ~ — — — - ~ ` Q { gi
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ring machinery of me future, In unuzes Ziiigj · r _
a visual hnnguaqe (called mathematics) and {UIC}-! §;;
when a visual lanquaqe jouvs wit‘\ e\42¤triC 1::;::
¤E;v1Y2wm<; w$1\ appear m each issue. M’<f*[E’ ?·`f*"* \<“ e`¢`rT·#‘¤‘\ J "‘<¤¤¥wT$<»‘¤*¤" l~
We will examine books, films and occasion- "\*r“"’ §?"""`7 V i*'7i‘:·¤'¤Vr»wMl'l` 1c·mw~‘v.*¤l r'r4¤¤·—
will ¤Sten speak of computer graphics with- ·¥'·`;_*i¢`~r'·'·‘7-'»*TJ:`·‘**, »¤‘»*l**· <r.c*n·. ·¢ np;
realized wichin this larqgr runtexh nm; t.·1r~,2.:»¤.:{ vw y*{n·I¤.*w.vy,·U*rr ox; Mzrxur.1 ui
May~V¤;u, cw*b<,m.y m‘:xu<l muimn.
the twentieth century, tremendous forces `lFa<1€ feedback: T’uTure competition
of consolidation are at work integrating between I-is Bell ’s fxbre-optic telephone
each of the new media into each other, network and cab\e feedback systems will
creatxnq a powerfully mcpandsd synthetic leave today'; nstwnrk qianhs panting in
hybrid. Like a collapsxnq white dwarf the the dust of one-wav Hark of] communica-
nsw media Lechnclcgy ccntxnuallv crushes tion.
which in turn attract more electric systems
into their net. The result is a self- R New qenercfiou of vidsu equipment
contained culture increasingly incapable is herb, and xt is dicyntized. Cameras which
of any commurucaticn with (hose outside of "remsmhcr" the currcrt J—¤yun aliqnmcnl por
Lhe net »- a1\ alone in the dark. Sitiun will calibrate rhemsslvss at Hm
push uf a huftun, savinq huurs uf cechni»
Let‘s sketch some examples nf this in- Cian set-up {imc. Thcir basic diqitizcd
tertwininq cf media forms, Over 45% of electronic structure shculci alluw fncxle
network televisicn uriqxnatas on motion interfacing with the graphics pnwer of Pxs
picture film (despite cries of the "dea*;h" new cheap computer sx/stems, prcvidirq video
¤f the movies], thus merging chase two as H Standard xnput/output device, inex.
quite separate media so tctallv that they penslvélv.
are new indistinquishable 1n the cultural
mind and vocabulary. The sleeping giant Within the last year. the consumer
of cable-TV is able to provide homes across markel has opened lc the public a new
the land with a wide bandwidth wire fur phenomenon of "computer states", retail
interconnection. Systems in Calxfornia cutlcts xn local shopping centers to pro—
use cable as babysitter and fat talking vide low-cost computer qraphics capabilitv
back and forth amonq subscribers, E0 any Pwcmc.
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